Technical Bulletin CS-19-01

Versity Software Update Overview &
Server Requirements
This technical bulletin explains the requirements for the software update server for the
Spectralink Versity. Details about how the phone performs a software update, file selection
criteria and software update trigger mechanisms.

System Affected
Spectralink Versity smartphones

Software Update Server
Spectralink Versity handsets support software updates to the device firmware via an external
web server via HTTP or HTTPS connections. The web server selected must support the
Directory Browsing and Look Ahead functions which are both available in most majorly available
web server platforms.

Windows Server Recommendations
For customers that are deploying their Versity handsets into a largely Windows based
environment where they will have access to Windows Server systems, it will make the most
sense to leverage a Windows Server platform for their web server. The Microsoft Windows
Server IIS version 7 supports both Directory Browsing and Look Ahead functions which will
allow you to use it to host software updates for your Versity handsets. Prior versions of
Microsoft IIS also support these functions and may also work but your mileage may vary.
Note
Be aware that you must enable Directory Browsing for the IIS site you are using for
your software hosting as this feature is not enabled by default.
Once you’ve created a new site and specified the physical location to host the software files for
your Versity handsets you can place the ZIP archive file and configure the SAM server settings
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to allow the Versity handset to find the software. You can then trigger software updates from the
SAM server, EMM/MDM platform or directly from the SAM client on the handset.

Linux Server Recommendations
For customers that would prefer to use a non-Windows platform, such as a Linux distribution,
there are a wide variety of options available to you. The most common and highly supported
though will be Apache/Tomcat8. We recommend using this web server in your Linux
environment as it has been thoroughly tested and is known to work well with the Spectralink
Versity handsets for software updates via HTTP and HTTPS.
Once you’ve created a new site and specified the physical location to host the software files for
your Versity handsets you can place the ZIP archive file and configure the SAM server settings
to allow the Versity handset to find the software. You can then trigger software updates from the
SAM server, EMM/MDM platform or directly from the SAM client on the handset.

Windows Desktop Recommendation
For customers that would prefer to not have a fulltime web server active on their network for
software updates or people that just need a short term web server to perform software updates
in the field, there is one web server in particular that Spectralink recommends. The Abyss web
server is available as a free software download here:
https://aprelium.com/abyssws/download.php. This web server can run indiependently on your
Windows PC and supports the necessary Directory Browsing and Look Ahead functions to allow
the phone to connect to the web browser for software updates.
Once you’ve created a new site and specified the physical location to host the software files for
your Versity handsets you can place the ZIP archive file and configure the SAM server settings
to allow the Versity handset to find the software. You can then trigger software updates from the
SAM server, EMM/MDM platform or directly from the SAM client on the handset.

Disk Space Recommendations
The Versity firmware files are quite large compared to previous Spectralink product firmware.
Most firmware files will be over 1.5GB, yes that’s gigabytes. These files are already in a ZIP
archive format and must be left that way on the server. You can host multiple firmware files on
your server at a time to allow you to deploy different releases to handsets. Spectralink
recommends that you maintain a minimum of 20GB of disk space for the Versity software
update server site to allow sufficient storage space for multiple software builds and any other
storage requirements that may come up.
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Admin Tip
Be aware that when you upload the Versity software files to your OTA server, do
not change the name of the files or unzip them. The Versity handset is expecting to
find a zip file that is named based on the File Selection Criteria information
described below.

Memory
Memory usage will be highly dependent on whether other applications are running on the
server. If this server is dedicated to being used as an upload server for Spectralink Versity
handsets, then the minimum recommended memory is 12GB.

Processor
Processor requirements are based heavily on the number of handsets connecting to the upload
server. It’s estimated that each handset connection, when uploading generated content, will
create a 7.023% processor impact over a 1 second period. The average transmission period for
a single file upload of 145kb is 0.1 seconds.
For a handset that had been collecting and storing files, because it didn’t have access to the
upload server, there might be 21 files at an average size of 100kb. With the average upload rate
of 145kb in 0.1 seconds we can estimate that all 21 files should be able to be uploaded in 1.4
seconds with an impact to the processor of just over 7% for that single session.
It’s important to note that your mileage will vary. There are a lot of variable here that will impact
performance and how your server’s processor is impacted. System overhead is the biggest
impact but there are network overhead challenges and the possibility of network transmission
delays that could result in reduced transmission speeds. Anytime the transmission speeds are
reduced, the amount of time needed to complete the upload will increase. This all means a
much greater impact to the server’s processor. Since we do not recommend that all phones be
setup to run with Advanced Debugging you are unlikely to encounter issues with processor
overload.

Note
All examples and times provided are based on a single processor dual core system
operating with a gigabit ethernet connection on an internal network. All traffic is
routed through one test environment into another to simulate a device existing in a
voice environment with a server being hosted in a data center or other centralized
location.
A typical web server should be run with a minimum of a single quad core processor. Given
today’s virtualization options we would highly recommend choosing a two to four processors for
your upload server.
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Software Update Process
Spectralink Versity has the ability to upgrade at customer locations without requiring physical
access to the device. This is achieved via a HTTPS server managed by SAM, EMM or
customer. The Versity software update application is configurable by SAM or the EMM to point
to a HTTPS server of the administrator’s choice.
There are some changes to the design of the software update process as compared to prior
Spectralink Android products. Instead of downloading the image first and then installing the
update, the new Android mechanism uses an update engine API to provide a streaming option
which combines both the steps into one step. Streaming provides various advantages over the
former mechanism followed in previous Spectralink Android products. For example :
•

Combines the download and install steps into a single step.

•

The updates are seamless. The phone doesn't need to go to recovery mode in A/B
update. So, the user is never interrupted.

•

The updates are very efficient, i.e., even when the phone undergoes reboot or loss of
network, the update would resume from the point it left. So, the system wouldn't again
download the already downloaded portion.

•

Streaming doesn't require additional storage space. So, even if phone is running low on
space, the user would be able to get system updates.

A/B system updates are seamless processes with minimal user impact. Users can continue to
use their device during the full software update. The only downtime is when the device reboots
into the updated partition.
The Sys Updater app is capable of finding the best available system update file when pointed to
a server using the relative path. Or if the relative path includes the file name also, then Sys
Updater will start the system update with that specific file. There are two types of Versity
software packages, full and Incremental.
Full Updates:
A full update is one where the entire final state of the device (system and boot, partitions) are
contained in the package. As long as the device is capable of receiving the package and
booting the package, it can install the software regardless of the current state of the device.
Incremental Update:
An incremental update contains a set of binary patches to be applied to the data already on the
device. This can result in considerably smaller update packages:
•

Files that have not changed don't need to be included.
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•

Files that have changed are often very similar to their previous versions, so the package
need only contain an encoding of the differences between the two files.

You can install the incremental update package only on a device that has the appropriate
starting software version. For example, if your handset has software version 1.0.0.784 installed
and you wanted to update to 1.3.0.1013, you could update using the incremental software build
file, “apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.784-to-1.3.0.1013.zip”. This file is half the size of the full
image for 1.3.0.1013 which would save space on your server and download time as well.

File Selection Criteria
The Sys Updater application will chose from a list of files on your web server using the following
criteria.
•

File names must end in zip extension and be lower-case. Others are ignored.

•

Dash delimited fields are parsed in the file name:
○

○

○
•

First field must match device name ( “apollo” is the device name for Versity).
Second field must match “ota” file type.
The next field is “signed”

The remaining fields contain version information either for full updates or incremental
updates:
○

Full update file names with versions greater than the current version in the phone are
sorted according to their version number and others are ignored. Full updates must
match a dot delimited value with X.Y.Z.B numbers where X.Y.Z indicate branch
number and B is the build number.
Example full update files :
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.784.zip

○

Incremental update file names with a matching “from” (current) version are sorted in
a separate list according to the “next” version number. Incremental update file name
version fields must match XF.YF.ZF.BF-to-XT.YT.ZT.BT (from-to-next) with “from”
and “next” version numbers and the word “to” must be between the two version
fields.
Example Incremental files :
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.1.0.827-to-1.1.0.830.zip
Incremental update file names are preferred over full update file names with an
exception. Full update file names are preferred if the highest full update version
is greater than the highest incremental update “next” version. In other words, full
update file names are preferred if increment update requires more than one
version hop.
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Scenario 1
If the phone is on build 1.0.0.721 and the following files are available on the server :
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721-to-1.0.0.741.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.741-to-1.0.0.772.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.772.zip
The Sys Updater application will select the highest full update apollo-ota_update-signed1.0.0.772.zip
Scenario 2
If the phone is on build 1.0.0.721 and the following files are available on the server :
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721-to-1.0.0.741.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.741-to-1.0.0.772.zip
The phone will go through multiple incremental apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721-to1.0.0.741.zip and apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.741-to-1.0.0.772.zip to reach the highest build
1.0.0.784
Scenario 3
If the phone is on build 1.0.0.721 and the following files are available on the server :
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721-to-1.0.0.741.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.721-to-1.0.0.784.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.741-to-1.0.0.772.zip
apollo-ota_update-signed-1.0.0.772.zip
The OTA app will select the incremental to the highest (1.0.0.784) apollo-ota_update-signed1.0.0.721-to-1.0.0.784.zip

Downgrading
Downgrade can only be performed on Versity starting with release 1.6. Prior versions were
incompatible with downgrade intentionally due to Google requirements and to help prevent
potential issues with application incompatibilities.
By default the date-time on the file is captured at the time of file creation.
•

Files without these fields will be ignored.
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•

Users should not try to modify file names or repeated errors can occur over a
considerable amount of time. Because multiple checks are in place the system will not
update to bad file names or images.
Admin Tip
When using the server directory path, the relative path should point to a valid
directory on the sever. The Sys Updater application will stream the build with
highest build number than the current build number.

Software Update Trigger Mechanisms
The Sys Updater system update mechanism can be triggered using one of five different
methods:
•

On-boot
If the polling interval is “On boot only”, then an on demand job is scheduled to be
executed by job service which further starts a system update whenever the handset is
powered up or rebooted.

•

Sys Updater Client Activity (On start of app and click of Check Update button)
When the Sys Updater application starts, it checks the server for the valid file. Upon
finding a valid file, it parses the update zip file for the header info and then starts
streaming the update file.

•

Periodic Interval
If the polling interval is set to a background, then a new job is scheduled with the new
periodic interval equal to 4 hours, but it could be longer if the phone is idle and enters
Doze mode.

•

Custom Trigger (EMM/SAM)
If the polling interval is set to SAM, persistent job service listens to triggers from
SAM/EMM

•

Settings> System> About Phone> System updates
This method uses the Android menus which will open the Sys Updater application and
trigger the software update.
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Copyright Notice
© 2019 Spectralink Corporation All rights reserved. SpectralinkTM, the Spectralink logo and the names
and marks associated with Spectralink’s products are trademarks and/or service marks of Spectralink
Corporation and are common law marks in the United States and various other countries. All other
trademarks are property of their respective owners. No portion hereof may be reproduced or transmitted
in any form or by any means, for any purpose other than the recipient’s personal use, without the express
written permission of Spectralink.
All rights reserved under the International and pan-American Copyright Conventions. No part of this
manual, or the software described herein, may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, or translated into another language or format, in whole or in part, without the express written
permission of Spectralink Corporation.
Do not remove (or allow any third party to remove) any product identification, copyright or other notices.

Notice
Spectralink Corporation has prepared this document for use by Spectralink personnel and customers.
The drawings and specifications contained herein are the property of Spectralink and shall be neither
reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written approval of Spectralink, nor be implied to grant any
license to make, use, or sell equipment manufactured in accordance herewith.
Spectralink reserves the right to make changes in specifications and other information contained in this
document without prior notice, and the reader should in all cases consult Spectralink to determine
whether any such changes have been made.
NO REPRESENTATION OR OTHER AFFIRMATION OF FACT CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO STATEMENTS REGARDING CAPACITY, RESPONSE-TIME
PERFORMANCE, SUITABILITY FOR USE, OR PERFORMANCE OF PRODUCTS DESCRIBED
HEREIN SHALL BE DEEMED TO BE A WARRANTY BY SPECTRALINK FOR ANY PURPOSE, OR
GIVE RISE TO ANY LIABILITY OF SPECTRALINK WHATSOEVER.

Warranty
The Product Warranty and Software License and Warranty and other support documents are available at
http://support.spectralink.com.
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